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What is evaluation policy?
“An evaluation policy is any rule or principle that a
group or organization uses to guide its decisions and
actions when doing evaluation.” (Trochim 2009)
Elements:
Evaluation goals policies
Evaluation participation policies
Evaluation capacity building policies
Evaluation management policies
Evaluation roles policies
Evaluation process and methods policies
Evaluation use policies
Evaluation of evaluation (meta-evaluation) policies (Trochim 2009)
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How are important concerns formed and
addressed in contemporary societies?

 Multi-level governance:
”The multi-level governance concept thus
contained both vertical and horizontal dimensions.
‘Multi-level’ referred to the increasing
interdependence of governments operating at
different levels, while ‘governance’ signaled the
growing interdependence between governments
and non-governmental actors at various territorial
levels.” (Bache and Flinders 2004)
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Evaluation policy in the Environmental
Community should be based on multi-level
governance

 “An evaluation policy is any rule or principle that a

group or organization uses to guide its decisions and
actions when doing evaluation.” (Trochim 2009)

 Multi-level governance recognizing both vertical and

horizontal networks when forming and implementing
policies and programs, but also in evaluation.

 But, this is general: is there anything special about the
environmental issues, policies and programs or the
environmental evaluation community?
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”Evidence based policy-making”
Vision: from disconnectedness to an integrated model

Challenges:
 Supply:
• The focus of applied research
• The availability, ability and motivation of researchers and evaluators

 Demand:

• Information gets “lost” (one department does not now what another
has produced)
• Information is used tactically, without transparency
• Lack of motivation by policy makers and high officials to obtain new
knowledge
→ Change of: responsibilities, processes, institutions and resources
→ A new culture characterized by more interactions and increased
transparency and knowledge sharing
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My summary, NOT a direct translation
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”Evidence based policy-making”
Vision: from disconnectedness to an integrated model
From the environmental perspective
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My view on Evaluation Policy in the
Environmental Community – Need & Process

 Those environmental organizations, such as the

Finnish Ministry of the Environment, that do not yet
have an evaluation policy should develop one.
 In addition the environmental community should
get more involved in the development of “general”
evaluation policies (e.g. that of the US federal
government or the Finnish state).
 Both processes would benefit from a deeper
discussion about Evaluation Policy in the
Environmental Community
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My view on Evaluation Policy in the
Environmental Community – Content

 Evaluation policy that put les focus on data,
measurement and indicators

 Evaluation policy that enhance understanding (and
modeling) of context specific processes

 Evaluation policy with utilization as a starting point
 Evaluation policy that support capacity building in
organizations as well as across them (e.g. EEN)
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